
	

	

 

Regulatory Circular RG14-155 

Date:  November 3, 2014 
 
To:  Trading Permit Holders, Market Maker Handheld Vendors and Users 
From:  Business Development Division 
RE:  Market Maker Trade Notification Enhancements  
 
 
A Market-Maker Trade Notification (MMTN) is generated by CBOE systems when a PAR operator completes the 
trade endorsement process and a market-maker is a contra party on the transaction.  The message is made 
available to interested Market-Makers and their vendors via CMi2 and FIX.  In late-November 2014, the MMTN 
message will be enhanced to give the TPH user two additional pieces of information on transactions between the 
Market-Maker and a PAR operator: 

1) Time of execution recorded by the PAR operator (i.e., the timestamp in the CBOE audit trail that is created 
when the PAR operator presses the Trade or Tape button – see Regulatory Circular RG14-096); and 

2) A “Trade Through” (TT) alert code, if applicable.  

The TT alert code is a numeric value that is generated when a trade executed between the Market-Maker and a 
PAR operator is a potential regulatory exception.  There a multiple conditions when a TT alert code will be 
included on the MMTN message. Two examples are if the transaction is priced at or through a customer book or 
through the NBBO and/or CBOE BBO at the time the broker pressed the Trade or Tape button (i.e., the point at 
which the time of execution is recorded for purposes of the CBOE audit trail); or if the transaction is priced outside 
the market that existed when the broker pressed the Represent button. Multiple TT alert codes may be sent on a 
single MMTN.  Note these alerts are provided only as informational data based on a comparison of the 
transaction price to CBOE and/or away markets based on specific timestamps created when the PAR operator 
presses certain buttons and are intended as an aid to TPH compliance.  The existence of an alert or lack of an 
alert for a particular trade does not have bearing on the logic or filters used in regulatory surveillance.  

This new information will be located in FIX tag 21098 or the CMi2 Extensions field: 

  FIX Example: A21098=12 13(20141006-13:20:05.000), where ‘12’ and ‘13’ represent the TT alert codes.   

CMi2 Example: TT_AT=9 10(20141002-10:41:06.000), where ‘9’ and ’10’ represent the TT alert codes. 

The time of execution will appear on all MMTN messages independent of the TT codes:  

FIX Example with Time of Execution only: A21098= (20141006-13:20:05.000)  

CMi2 Example with Time of Execution only: TT_AT= (20141002-10:41:06.000) 

Detailed message specifications related to this enhancement can be found in API documents at 
https://systems.cboe.com/.    This enhancement will be available for testing in CBOE’s API test environment 
beginning November 3, 2014. Please contact API@cboe.com to schedule testing.  
 
It is anticipated the additional information will be included in the MMTN message in late November. The exact 
date and a detail description of the TT alert codes will be announced in a subsequent Circular.  

Additional Information: 
 Questions regarding testing may be referred to the CBOE API group at API@cboe.com or 312-786-7300. 

 Questions regarding operational matters related to this circular may be directed to the CBOE Help desk at 
helpdesk@cboe.com or 866-728-2263.  


